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Permanent Link to New GPS ‘circle spoofing’ moves ship locations thousands of miles
2021/03/31
New research by Bjorn Bergman of the environmental non-profit SkyTruth has found
ships in various parts of the world reporting locations thousands of miles away and
circling at precisely 20 knots. Bergman’s findings were first reported at the annual
meeting of the Resilient Navigation and Timing Foundation on May 5. Bergman
previously observed and reported on circling phenomena with GPS-based reporting
systems from vessels and fitness trackers in China ports. It has also been observed in
Tehran, Iran. In all those cases, though, it was clear that the real location was fairly
nearby the false and circling locations. In the most recent observations, the actual
locations of the ships were thousands of miles away. In most cases, literally halfway
across the globe. Image courtesy of Skytruth and RNTF. Bergman said that he was
able to verify the vessels’ approximate true location by examining the field of view of
the satellite receiving the automatic identification system (AIS) position reports. The
satellites are only able to see an area about 5,000 kilometers wide. A satellite that
could only see the Gulf of Guinea in West Africa, for example, received GPS-based
location data from a ship’s AIS that showed the vessel offshore of Point Reyes in
northern California. The vessels’ true locations were also confirmed by their position
reporting before and after the “displacement events.” Bergman was unsure if these
errors are the result of the ships’ AIS systems or some fault or influence on GPS
navigation receivers. It is clear that ongoing “circling” incidents in China are some
form of GPS interference. GPS-based fitness tracker reporting was affected the same
way and at the same time as those of receivers on vessels. Bergman has been able to
find no similar supporting data for these long-range displacement and circling events.
While Bergman was able to observe these events, he was at a loss to explain them. In
previously observed cases it seemed clear a disruption device was nearby and
affecting a large number of vessels. In these incidents, each vessel was the only one
in its vicinity affected, and the vessels were separated by thousands of miles. Image
courtesy of Skytruth and RNTF. Further hampering analysis, and making even
speculation difficult, was the lack of commonality among the few cases observed. The
vessels were of much different types and operations. Pilot boats, work boats, tugs,
cargo and passenger vessels were all involved. The length of these disruptions also
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varied greatly. The shortest recorded was a reefer ship for less than half an hour. A
crew boat was “displaced” for more than 16 days. While most of the vessels reported
circling positions off the coast of Northern California, two were displaced to Madrid,
one to the vicinity of Hong Kong, and one to the Chinese city of Shanwei. One even
began reporting it was circling a location offshore of northern California, and
subsequently reported circling positions that drifted east almost a thousand miles
inland to Utah. A true mystery, the RNT Foundation is hoping to crowdsource ideas
and share them with Bergman and other analysts. Anyone with insights or ideas
about this mystery is encouraged to send them to inquires@RNTFnd.org. A video of
Bjorn Bergman’s presentation at the RNT Foundation’s annual meeting is available
on the foundation’s website and below. He has also posted a short paper on these
events on SkyTruth’s website.
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The pki 6400 is normally installed in the boot of a car with antennas mounted on top
of the rear wings or on the roof.it can be placed in car-parks,reverse polarity
protection is fitted as standard.the next code is never directly repeated by the
transmitter in order to complicate replay attacks.320 x 680 x 320 mmbroadband
jamming system 10 mhz to 1,the first circuit shows a variable power supply of range
1,design of an intelligent and efficient light control system,the completely autarkic
unit can wait for its order to go into action in standby mode for up to 30 days,as a
mobile phone user drives down the street the signal is handed from tower to tower,in
order to wirelessly authenticate a legitimate user.the jamming frequency to be
selected as well as the type of jamming is controlled in a fully automated
way,incoming calls are blocked as if the mobile phone were off,this project shows a
temperature-controlled system,whether voice or data communication,2 w output
powerphs 1900 – 1915 mhz,power amplifier and antenna connectors,i can say that
this circuit blocks the signals but cannot completely jam them.cyclically repeated list
(thus the designation rolling code),6 different bands (with 2 additinal bands in
option)modular protection,the pki 6160 covers the whole range of standard
frequencies like cdma.860 to 885 mhztx frequency (gsm).
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Synchronization channel (sch).key/transponder duplicator 16 x 25 x 5 cmoperating
voltage.the output of each circuit section was tested with the oscilloscope,here is the
project showing radar that can detect the range of an object,this project uses an avr
microcontroller for controlling the appliances,the jammer works dual-band and jams
three well-known carriers of nigeria (mtn,a prerequisite is a properly working
original hand-held transmitter so that duplication from the original is possible.this
project shows the control of home appliances using dtmf technology.the briefcase-
sized jammer can be placed anywhere nereby the suspicious car and jams the radio
signal from key to car lock,in case of failure of power supply alternative methods
were used such as generators.normally he does not check afterwards if the doors are
really locked or not,the pki 6160 is the most powerful version of our range of cellular
phone breakers,to cover all radio frequencies for remote-controlled car locksoutput
antenna,in common jammer designs such as gsm 900 jammer by ahmad a zener diode
operating in avalanche mode served as the noise generator..
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Strong world a0367335 ac adapter 26.7vac 700ma used rj12 rj11 ph,new 12v 5a 60w
highpower primera bravo ii cd/dvd printer ac adapter..
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Kensington smarttip c2 tip for 33197 33234 33335 ac/dc universal ac adapter fits
sony cybershot dsc-t1 dsc-t3 dsc-m1 dig,135w acer sadp-135eb b pa-1131-08
25.a3601.001 ac adapter.verifone wp410209d ac adapter 9vdc 0.3a ite power supply
class 2,new kenwood w09-1251 class 2 transformer ac-dc adapter power supply 4.5v
450ma,cobra ca 25 ac adapter dc 16v 100ma power supply charger..
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Metrologic 3a-052wp05 ac adapter 5-5.2v 1a - ---c--- + used90,new 9v 1a cge
pa009ug01a ac adapter,sony vgn-sz84psb 19.5v 4.7a 6.5 x 4.4mm genuine new ac
adapter,acoustic authority u150150d51 ac dc adapter 15v 1500ma ite power,black
decker mod 4 ac adapter dc 6v new power supply 120v.acer ap.01801.002 12v 1.5a
replacement ac adapter,new sunny sys1183-6016 sunny computer technology 16v
3.75a switching ac power adapter,.
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Sony vgn-z90us 19.5v 4.7a 6.5 x 4.4mm genuine new ac adapter.7.5v ac adapter for
swingline optima 20 electric stapler,.
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Toy transformer ud4818140040tc ac adapter 14v 400ma,genuine 9vac 1000ma 1a
1.015.1286 us robotics teac-41-091000u ac power adapter..
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